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ABSTRACT 
The three dimensional state of stress in a finite thick 
rectangular plate with a through-crack under tension is 
investigated. It is found that the in-plane stresses and the 
transverse normal stress are singular while the transverse 
shear stresses are of the order of unity. The only type of 
singularity encountered is that of inverse square root all 
through the plate thickness including the corner points at the 
plate faces. The stress intensity factor which is found to 
vary with Z and the thickness ratio h/a drops rapidly in a 
thin boundary layer near the plate faces, but without actually 
vanishing there. The stress intensity factor reduces exactly 
to that for the plane strain case when h/a +a . All the 
three components of the displacement field are finite at the 
crack front. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies (Hartranft and Sih, 1969;Sih, Williams and 
Swedlow,l966; Folias, 1975, 1980) in three dimensional (3-D) 
cracked-plate problems with cracks emerging at the free 
surfaces have raised some questions such as, (1) the type of 
singularities involved at the crack front, in particular, at 
the corner points where the crack front penetrates the free 
plate faces, (2)  the type of variation of the stress intensity 
factor CSIF) across the plate thickness, in particular, near 
the plate faces, (3) the finiteness or otherwise of the 
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displacement components at the crack front. The studies 7 
carried out in the above mentioned references point to the 
existence of the inverse square root singularity l/~~.)'~in the 
stress field interior to the plate thickness with a , 
predominantly plane strain type of deformation; no numerical 
results are prsented there. However, near the plate faces, 
while the first two references do not throw any light as to 
either the type of stress singularity or the deformation 
character,the studies in next two references reveal a Passion's 
ratio-dependent stress singularity, viz, ~/(P)~~+'LS: indicating 
a displacement singularity at the crack front for p >1/4; in 
contrast, in the first two references the displacement 
finiteness condition at the crack front is enforced on the 
solution. The results of (Benthem, 1976; Kawai, 1975) for 
the stresses near the corner point of a quarter plane crack 
exhibit 1/(?Id singularity withac varying from 0 to 1/2 in the 
former's case and 1/2 to 1 in latter's investigation. The 
experimental studies of reference (Villarreal, Sih and 
Hartranft, 1975) serve to confirm the qualitative results of 
(Hartranft, 1969; Sih, 1966; Folias, 1975,1980) regarding the 
character of the singular deformation field interior to the 
plate thickness; but, near the plate faces, a rapid decrease in 
SIP values is indicated, suggesting a reduction in the strength 
of singularity in the region. 
In this paper, the 3-dimensional state of stress in a thick 
rectangular plate with a through-crack under tension is 
investigated. The mathematical formulation of the problem is 
based on the 3-dimensional elasticity equations, (Lure, 1964). 
The solution obtained satisfies, exactly, the stress-free 
conditions at the crack surfaces as also the plate faces; and 
the boundary conditions (B.C) at the exterior edges of the 
plate, including those of the applied tensile loading, are 1 
satisfied in the least square sense. It is found that the in- 
plane stresses and the transverse normal stress are singular at 
order of unity. 
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the crack front while the transverse shear stresses are of the 1 
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During the early stages of the formulation of the present 
problem some interesting features concerning the singular 
stress field at the crack front were observed. Some of these 
results were reported in (Bapu Rao, 1981). S~bsequently~further 
formulation and numerical studies were carried out. In this 
paper,only essential features of the formulation of the problem 
and numerical results for two typical problems of a thick plate 
with a through-crack under tension are presented. These 
results and their comparison with existing results lead to some 
important conclusions. 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
In view of the cylindrical coordinate system chosen tf,8,Z) in 
association with the Cartesian coordinate system ( 2 ,  7 , z ) ,  See 
Fig. 1, it is necessary to consider for analysis only the 
region defined by (-a),$ ?,( B and (-h)d 2 <h, 
with appropriate continuity =--and boundary 
conditions at other edges, which are given as 
Fig. 1. Coordinate system and plate dimensions 
at ?=+Be Qj; = 6 (applied tension), 6yiL = 6 xY -0  (2) 
The governing equations (G.E) of the problem are the 3-D 
elasticity equations in terms of displacement components 
(u,v,w). These equations as also those for the stress 
and z='z/a where 24is the crack length. The solution to G.E 
must satisfy the following boundary conditions : 
(i) at the plate faces ( z = + h/a= +_I), Gz=Gz= 6,=O; 
(ii) at the crack surfaces ( 0 =+ lf 1 ,  6rn = 68 = Gz -0 
and also those defined by eqs. 1 and 2. The solution to G.E is 
given as 
00 
~ I I  eqs. 3-10, 1,,(A*,r/3) and Im(llt.r/9) are modified Bessel 
functions of the first kind, and AK are the complex roots of 
the equation Sin 2A,+ 2 AN=O,(this equation is obtainzd by 
s_atisfying the stress free B.C8s at plate faces). Here Ckand 
Sk are the values of CK and Sw at z= f : Pkn and (N* ,tan ,A) 
are the unknown complex and real constants respectively. 
The first terms in eq. 3 automatically satisfies the B.C. at 
the plate faces by virtue of the equation sin2Ak+2A~=0, 
( k=1,2,3,... 1;  these conditions are also satisfied 
independently by the second and third terms of eq. 3 when 
considered together, leading to the elimination of some of the 
associated unknown constants. In order to satisfy the B.C at 
the crack surfaces (these B.C.'s are to be satisfied by all the 
three terms in eq. 3 considered together) it is useful to 
express the stresses in the form of a power series in r, Sine 
and Cosine functions of 8,  and Fourier Series in E. This can 
be accomplished by expressing (CR,S,z/3) and (SM,C~z/-Q) in eq. 
5 in Fourier series of the form Ce (2) and S (21, 1=1,2,3,.. . , 
as also terms of the order of unity O(zO), by taking 
advantage of the power series form in r of Bessel functions and 
biharmonic functions, and by virtue of the existing Sine and 
Cosine terms in 0 present in eqs. 7-10. It is now appropriate 
to consider the range of n occurring in the expressions for the 
stresses and displacements, eqs. 7-10. The range of n is 
determined from the satisfaction of the finiteness condition of 
displacement components at the crack front. It is found that 
there are four groups of n whose ranges are r n=2j+_1/2, n=2j+l 
and n=2j, j=0,1,2,...; significantly the limit placed,.is 
on the lower value of n,(n=-1/21. Satisfaction of the B.C. at 
the crack surfaces (by setting8=&1 in the expressions force, 
t&,andbm) with respect to each power of r forreach range of n 
lead to singular stresses. This method of satisfying B.C1s has 
been employed for a two dimensional bending problem of a 
cracked plate, (Murthy, 1981). The B.C1s at the exterior edges 
of the plate as defined by eqs. 1 and 2 are satisfied with 
respect to stress resultants (rather than unit stresses) and 
average u over the thickness, in the least square sense. The 
satisfaction of all B.C.'s mentioned above lead to the 
determination of all unknown constants for given plate 
dimensions and h/a ratios. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
It is found that the in-plane stresses (6,Ge,re) and r2 are 
singular with a 1/ ( 'r$/s singularity1 the sEresses b;=and GaZ are 
of the order of unity. The corresponding expressions are givenqS 
In eqs. 11 and 12, K ( z )  is the stress intensity factor and f ( z )  
is the factor associated with the singular term of . The 
corresponding expressions are given as 
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Xn eqs. 13 and 1 4  
-fi**('iy+pe s i n g u l a r i e  w $ Pmiasan's ratio-dependant 3/ Cr 
smhfbitedp i n  the  present a n a l N i s ,  lt %a nokebd, no #uab 
depewience QA ~h i r ~  iqmseb. The aagular variakitioa oT 
s ingular  stresBesl a r e  L&entZcal t o  tkoae of f8artranfk, 1963'). 
The 8IF is Eowd t o  d ~ p ~ d  an a and h& ra t io .  Zt san be naked A 
fsom w. 53 t h a t  it daw nat wanish a t  the p l a t e  
fa#ees th~raf-ore , the  h - p l a a t  . skrwses pceBetve their &/ (F 
singulaaiky tgl l  thsaugb E M  p l a t s  t h i ~ k n e e e  inclu%fng t he  , 
a s n e r  rjlofntcs at  t lake faces. Zt should also ba &saved 
f r a  4. 14 t h a t  X.7 r d s h c .  at Ul. plate iaees, thercbp 
leading t o  vanishing aErO b m . ' f t  is intara-mrtimg t a  note t h ~ k  
dke e?@pmssium for I fs) . agd K Caf* ~eauea exactly t o  tbase Lsr 
t h e  p l a w  s t r a i n  case vhea 2h-q (S-cmJ? tRm pldna rPtmain 
rearrlts aare rimowered Erolp BQB, 11 and la. rt is notewarthy 
$-..hat all tbe th ree  digplasement canponerata a r e  f i n i t e  ah tfie 
crack frorsk. In con t ras t ,  f h  f F ~ l i g 6 l ~  1975) , they were found 
t a  be singuLar fol: ee f t a t n  values o f p  $pprY& in me w i ~ i n i t y  
af tk corner paints.  
e preae&ing discuseion was aade without any re fe reme t o  
nuarerieal raaul te  but,  solely f r e s  the slatura of the 
iimthernatioal expcerrafans presented i n  crl[a. .&l-14 and a180 those 1 not pr=enked here ts saw9 sgaoe. Therafore, it w i l l  be 
intwresting to dtseuss t he  aumealcal r e su l t s  wbtairted- Pig, 2 
ahews t he  d i s t r ibu t ion  sg dII3 aarobls the  p l a t e  thicktlees f o r  
t h e  sase  with ElJL = 0.8741, Q /E = 0,s and War 0% r 1.5 
and fo r  applied t e m f  l e  loading. Corresponding rersulta 
&kained by f i n i t e  element mtthd, tFEHjr [mju and Mewlaan, 
19731 and t h e  houadary i n t eg ra l  q u a t i e n s  @@tha& iBIB).[Fan 
BUrd PBmet%B)tr 19791 a r e  a l s e  ~zesentw3 for ffQmparison purposehs. 
The WI values .~EQ.P t h e  p l a t e  middle plane s = D  tu ahout o=O.69 
are i n  g@od agpement with those af Bm aad BIB, A t  e-4, t h e  it- 11 p l u e  ef kbe pt.weaC l a r r W  is  iwaut 1.438 wUle that of FEH ,, 
1s 1,401t it. is ef &nkersst t o  m t e  tbt the wrresponding 'j 
@ane a t r a i n  value q u a 1  t o  abetat 1.43. I n  fac t ,  ks can be 1 
Fig. 2. SIF distribution across plate thickness 
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Fig. 3. SIF distribution across plate thickness 
(normalized by mid-plane value) 
observed from Fig. 2, the singular deformation character is 
more or less equal to that of plane strain in the region 
interior to the plate thickness z=0.0-0.6 S ; this is in 
agreement with the qualitative behaviour predicted in 
(Hartranft, 1969; Sih, 1966; Folias, 1975) for this zone. 
However, beyond this zone, the K-value increases gradually with 
increase in z upto a maximum value and then drops rapidly in a 
small boundary layer near the plate faces. The location and 
magnitude of the maximum value of the present method are 
different from those of (Raju, 1977; Tan, 1979). Also, the K- 
value at z= g (free plate faces) is much less than those of 
these references; when compared to the mid-plane value the 
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percentage drop is about 19.86 for the present case. 
connection it should be pointed out that the FEM 
represent accurately drastic changes.in slopes such 
realized in present K-distribution in the boundary layer 
region. However, the slopes encountered at points zcrgand at , 
z= 3 for the FEM case (see Pig. 2) do suggest a trend which I 
leads to a larger drop than numerically indicated. Pig. 3 
shows a comparison of the SIP distributions across the 
thickness normalised by the K(o) value (mid-plane value) for , 
the case with F 4.316 obtained in this rpaper and by the 4 photoelastic me hod (Villarreal, 1975). As can be observed 1 
from this figure, the agreement between the two distributions 
is reasonablly good for the region, z=(0.0-0.85)Q , 
(approximately); the predominantly plane strain type of 
behaviour observed here confirms the qualitative results of 
(Hartranft, 1 9 6 9 ~  Sih, 19661 Polias, 1975) for this region. 
Although for larger values of z increasing differences are 
observed, the significant feature noticed here lies in the * 
qualitatively identical distributions of the two methods, all 
through the thickness except in a small region z=Oqto 0-97 Q 
approximately. A t  the plate faces, the percentage reduction in i 
the SIP value is found to be 45 as against 40 (approximately) 
of (Villerreal, 1975). , 
Based on the nature of the mathematical description of the I 
singular field and the physical character of the numerically 
evaluated SIP distribution, v rified by experimental results, A it can be concluded that 1/c?) is the only type of singularity 
present all through the plate thickness, although the strength 
of singularity decreases near the plate faces. Secondly, the 
region interior to the plate thickness experiences a more or 
less plane strain type of singular deformation; but, near the 
plate faces, there is a clear departure from this behaviour as 
suggested by the rapid decrease in SIF values. The displacements 
are finite at the crack front all through the plate thickness. 
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